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COUNCIL DISCUSSION PAPER. 

TLlntable Falls Coordination Cooperative Ltd.. 

Our community is nestled on 2000 acres, adjol ni nq the Ni ghtcap 

National Park.. 

The land we purchased was heavily logged (a larcie saw mill 

opperated here for nearly to generations,) and in latter years, 
cattle qraed on margi nal pasture land. 

We were the first M.D.. ,and probably still the largest. 
Nearly 20 years on e have a school complex (pre-school and 

primary school) ,hich services us,neighbouring communities,and some 
children from -further afield. 

We have a community shop that provides a postal service,an 

out let for•••e di str i but ion and sale of organic produce, home made 

prodLtce, and prov:i des school lunches.. 

Our community hal 1 ,made of 	mud bricks, bLsh poles ,and 

recycled timber, is probably the largest in the region, built by our 
members, it is near completion.. 

We also have three fire trucks 2 large tater tankers and one 

smaller one. (Many of our members have completed the basic fire 

fighters course).. 

A bui 1 di iiq has been provided for a youth club , hi ch provides 
activjties,particularly in school holidays.. 

We fund these projects and others, such as fencing, land 

management, internal road maintenance, and regeneration projects, with 
a compulsory annual cash levy.. Also, a work levy system complements 

all these activities.. 
We operate under the N.S.W. Co-operative act 	a share holder 

may be granted a right to bccupy a site, or more usual these days, 

occupy a building that is for sale. Our p01 icy regarding house sales 

U is that only the replacement value of the building mate.iaJs be 
JSJ considered. It al so èTudes any improvements such aslandscapi nq, 

gardens and orchards, as we do not recognise individual land 
onershi p.. 

Over nearly 20 years we have developed a comprehensive set of 

our on by-i as which encompass our philosophies on social and 

envoirnmental issues.. 
Written into our rules, which are di st:i nct from our byl as is 

the following extract 

The objects of the society shall be to help, set up and co-

ordinate a new community of persons living and working together on 

common property in a total creation environment of 

discovering,learning and perfecting modes of living,works of art,forms 
of communication,methods of awareness and skills of cultivation,craft 

and construction and sharing responsibility for the quality of all 

life. 

Or a day to day basis, we operate on very diverse levels.. 

Some members are fully employed outside the valley (eq. Rai nbo 

Poter Co) , others are part time employed on and off the community (eq.. 

shop and school).. Farents are also obligated to work one day a week at 

the school.. 

We also have a one week a year work levy obligation, which 

involves work on community projects (ie hall, roads, and general 

maintenance of fire vehicles and tractor, etc). 



Nine members are elected each year as co-op administrators 
whi ch involves considerable vol untary work. 

Shares are sold only after a twelve month stay on our 

community, and two succesive Tribal meetinq procedures. 

We have a cash levy of $175 which all residents pay annualy 

(reductions apply for students and pensioners). 

Non residents pay a reduced levy to remain active shareholders. 

Our drinking water comes from gravity fed pipes from the creeks, 

water tanks, and a 2 million gallon dam at the south end. We recently 
purchased more land on the Mt. Nardi road, with the intention of 

constructing a dam of greater than ten million gallons storage. 

There are many houses on solar power due to the great cost of 

installing 240 mains, and the ethical/ecological problems around coal 

burning generators. 

Weed control is carried out by slashing with the co-op tractor, 

most households have at least a brush cutter and / or mower to 

maintain lands on the co-op. 

The main benefits of community living are; affordable land 

ownership, co-responsibility for community assets, shared ideologies, 

good commun cation, and communi ty pride in being part of a uni que 

lifestyle. 

The only disadvantage I can see is the rare occasion where we 

cannot reach working agreement on a particular issue and as a result, 
meetings can get tedi OLIS.. Rule and by-law chanqes need a 2/3 majority 
rather than total consensus; simple majority is not reliable. 

We have approx. 189 residents 	(adult) of which 127 are 

shareholders and 62 are resident visitors (most intending to become 

shareholders) 

There are 208 non--resident share holders. 

Economic sustainability remains a long term goal. Two thirds of 

our community lands are forest and most of thi. s will be producti on 

forest when it has recovered to the half grown stage; in about another 
thirty years. At present we use our timber only for internal purposes 

eg the hail, but we are developing our skills and facilities for value 
adding eq fine furniture. 

Projects under consideration are 	a generous-sized workshop and 

training 	centre, and 	an ecotourism/backpackers 	facility, with 

ecosystem enhancement as an essential component. 

TUNTBLE FALLS CO-ORDINATION CO-OPERATIVE LTD. 

C.M.8.TUNTABLE FALLS VIA P.O.NIMBIN N.S.W. 
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BODI-lI FARM INFORMATION SHEET 

HISTORY 

Established 1976, following building of the neighbouring 
Forest Meditation Centre. 

Farm is a spnitually based (non denominational) 
rib i an c 

Gazetted 1980, DA for expansion 1982 

Population has remained steady with approximately 20 adults 
and 18 children. 
2/3 of original residents still live on this land. 
Current population is 17 adults, 16 children, 5 long-term 
visitors. 

2. COMMON PHILOSOPHY 

The philosophy of "voluntary simplicity" guided the 
establishment of the community, with emphasis on community 
ownership and sharing of resources, including housing, 
childcare, landcare, transport and tools. 

These values, including the spirit of generosity, have 
attracted hundreds of visitors to the community, in addition 
to the many people who have participated in retreats here and 
the Forest Centre. 

3 ACHIEVEMENTS 

* 16 years sustained community life 
development of unique, workable consensus management 

style 
community facilities 
- community building includes library, kitchen, 
pantry, meeting space, children's play area. 

- visitor's centre 
- meditation hall 

* 15 houses 
* established orchards and community gardens 
• • hydro/turbine power system 
• internal water and 12 volt electricity distribution 
• co-managing Forest Retreat Centre 
* training programs for youth e.g SLEC (Sustainable 
Lifestyle Educational Collective) 
* youth facilities 

- basketball court 
- skateboard ramps  

* maintenance of access road 
* home births of a number of children 



4 OPERATIONS ON A DAY TO DAY BASIS 

Water; reticulated water 

Power; reticulated power from hydro/turbine to 12 volt 
battery banks at each house 

Fire protection; fire fighting equiprnent, CB radios, bush 
fire trails, forest litter reduction, fire pits 

Noxious weed control; progressive removal 

Kitty system - residents, including children, pay a weekly 
rate for 

* food contribution (dry goods, fresh fruit and 
vegetables, garden costs) and 

* general account contribution (garden and orchard 
costs, water and power system, road and equipment 
maintenance). 

In addition to monthly meetings, there are weekly farm 
workdays on a variety of projects and maintenance and 
community meals 2 or 3 times a week. 

Sundays are "quiet" days - no power tools, machinery to be 
used. 

There is a high level of personal co-operation, a village-
like atmosphere and frequent social and cultural events for 
adults and children. 

Most residents are employed or self-employed on a part or 
full-time basis. 

The community adopts vegetarian diet and there are no dogs 
and cats. Wildlife is protected. 

5 HOUSING 

Whilst the community retains ownership of individual houses, 
there is also sometimes the practice of giving a gift to 
outgoing members. 

6 LEGAL STRUCTURE 

The land is in the name of two members, held in trust for the 
Bodhi Farm Company, which in turn holds the land in trust for 
Bodhi Church, an unincorporated association. 

7 MEMBERSHIP AND SHARE TRANSFER 

Membership of the Bodhi Church is by donation (shares not for 
sale). 



8 HOW LAND HAS CHANGED 

There is reafforestation, noxious weed eradication by hand, 
forest management plan, owner built houses, agriculture shed, 
community buildings, etc., internal roads maintained. 

9 BENEFITS 

High quality lifestyle; socially suppor€ive for adults and 
children; friendship networks and walking distance between 
houses; debt free, low cost living; non-pollutant environment 
and environmental awareness; sharing resources; safe and 
caring environment for children which fosters a high 
level of resourceful ness and social maturity; spontaneous 
community events, goodwill and co-operation. 

10 DISADVANTAGES 

Poor quality public access road 
vehicle maintenance; logistics; 
issues; shortage of water in the 
especially from burning off gone 
wider community. 

which necessitates constant 
distance from town/access 
dry season, fire danger 
wrong, prejudice in the 

Jq3 
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DHARMANANDA 

Dharmananda (joy in the natural order), was established 21 years ago. We 
aim to live a lifestyle that is cooperative and as self-sufficient and 
environmentauy friendly as possible. 

We are a legally registered Co-operative Ltd. Each member is a director 
owning an equal share in the property. 

There are 12 adults and 7 children living on the property. 

Prior to 1972 the property had been used for dairying and banana growing. 
It is 250 acres. 200 acres have returned to forest, with our assistance in 
planting thousands of trees. 50 acres are used for our herd of 15 Jersey 
cows and 10 calves with an additional few acres devoted to gardens and 
orchards. 

The day at Dharmananda starts with the morning milking. From our milk we 
make butter, chedder cheese, feta cheese and yoghurt. 

Most people on the farm make their living in Lismore. Several make a living 
from craft and building in the local area. Other activities include feeding the 
chooks and collecting the eggs, planting, watering and weeding the garden, 
cleaning the community house, general maintenance, caring for orchards and 
building projects. Each evening we take turns at cooking the meal. All these 
duties are organised by a weekly roster and a weekly business meeting. 

There are nine dwellings on Dharmananda. Five are powered by 12 volt - 2 
on solar and 3 on a small hydro system. The other four dwellings are on the 
N.R.E. 240 volt line. 

Our water comes from a spring at the top of the property, giving us an 
excellent gravity feed system all over the farm. Buildings are placed to 
minimise fire risk. 

Noxious weeds are controlled by non-chemical means, manually - brush hook 
and hoe and by a tractor and slasher. 

Prospective members of the community must live here for six months before 
they can buy a share. Existing members must all agree on membership 
applicatants. On leaving the community members can recover their share 
money and sell their home to existing members. 

The community as a whole and individual members have been actively 
involved in The Channon and Lismore communities. Our involvement 
includes: 

Establishing the Lismore Women's Health Centre 



• Establishing the North Coast Ethica' Credit Union 

• Running The Channon Market 

• Establishing the Tweed-Richmond Organic Producers Organisation 
(TROPO) 

• Regular organic and blo-dynamic fie'd days 

• The first location on the north coast where bio-dynamic preparations have 
been made 

• The first Council approved, owner-built composting toilet (currently under 
scientific investigation) 

• The precursers of The Chan non MarI:et were held on this property 

• Establishing the Local Employment Tuading System (LETS) 

• Managing The Channon Teahouse and participating in the initial purchase 
of the property by the local community 

• Sustainable Lifestyles Education Collective - residential course for 
unemployed on a range of skills related to cooperative living, sustainablitv 
and self-sufficiency 

• Former director of the National Association for Sustainable Agriculture 
Australia 

• Introduction to Social Alternatives - a one-semester course developed in 
conjunction with the Northern Rivers College of Advanced Education 

• Bus tours for local people interested in visiting an alternative community in 
conjunction with Lismore Adult Education 

• Member of Willing Workers On Organic Farms Scheme (WWOOFS) - 
provide board and lodging in exchange for work and education in 
sustainability - 15 - 30 participants per year from Australia and overseas. 

Managing "Health Options" Lismore's only G.P. staffed holistic health 
centre 

Presenting environmental programs on radio for over 10 years 

National Secretary of Bio-Dynamic Farming and Gardening Association of 

Co- owner of Lismore's first herbal dispensary 

Volunteer workers in many community projects e.g. "Big Scrub 
Environment Centre" 

013 
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1) 250500 
250400 

P0 BOX 23A. 
LISMORE. 2480 
DX 7761 

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO 

	

GENERAL MANAGER/TOWN CLERK 	 I 	 C01TArMr Scott-250565 

MRS:M:7OAOSU 	 Environment and Development Services 

July 15, 1993 

Peter Hamilton 
1/50 Peterson Street 
BYRON BAY 2481 

Dear Sir 

RE: WORKSHOP - MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY 

Further to recent discussions with yourself and Malcolm Scott of Council's Town Planning 
Department this notice is being sent to formally invite you, or your Department, to the planned 
workshop on Multiple Occupancy of Rural Land. 

As advised, the workshop is to be conducted THURSDAY 22 JTJLY 1993 COMMENCING 
7.30PM at the COUNCIL CHAMBERS, OLIVER AVENUE, GOONELLABAH. 

Please find enclosed a brief "Issues Paper" which briefly identifies the main issues in the 
submissions Council received as a consequence of the discussion paper exhibited April 27 to 
June 18, 1993. The issues will for the basis or focus of the evening. Also attached is a list of 
proposed workshop group topics. 

Yours faithfully 
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(PT Muldoon) 
G 	MANAGER 
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MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY 
ISSUES AND COMMENTS 

P 	The following broad issues were identified within the discussion paper, as a consequence of 
review of submissions made to the paper and development control planning experiences. 

Most submissions have been made in a format similar to the discussion paper. This paper 
identifies the broad issues and in point form lists the comments and opinions made in respect of 
the issu'es. 

Opinion appears to be eveily divided"as to whether or not Council should retain the existing 
system of planning consent and control enabling multiple occupancy of rural lands. It is 

i9-I. •anticipated that the workshop will further clarify community responses to this issue. 

In general the submissions to the discussion paper were of a high quality and make a positive 
contribution to Council's u (nderstanding of this form of development. 

ISSUES 	 I 
SEPP #15 	/ 

- 	aims and objectives must be met - problem. 
- 	advertised development. 
- 	exemption - Lismore requirements, eg density etc, prepare amending LEP, fine tune DCP. 
- 	amend SEPP - length process, near impossible. 
- 	do nothing - satisfied with current system. 

Assessment Committee - similar to Architects Panel. 
- 	exemption from SEPP and amending LEP could not minimise objectives of SEPP. 

Council produce MO users guide. 
Council prepare an MO code or policy document. 
Draft DCP not adopted to be tested over time. 

- 	establish an MO Advisory Committee. 

SUBDIVISION 
- 	community title 	- no - communal ownership philosophy. 

- 	
preserve single title. - yes - finance, assets, speculation. 

- 	clear choice between MO and community title, not a substitute. 
- 	prefer community title greater degree of control. 
- 	community title too expensive, restricts freedom individuality. 
- 	MO must have internal management policies. 
- 	permit community title - better tenure and management structures. 
- 	individual will fence/create own area. 
- 	simply refuse any subdivision applications. 
- 	are MO's rural residential estates. 
- 	community title will encourage speculation and profit making and instability within MO. 
- 	individual aspiration to control own ara - through internal management. 
- 	"home improvement area" of 5,000m to rigid - needs to be determined on basis of land 

constraints, objective of MO, cost. 
- 	conversion to community title could attract requirement to improve internal roads and 

access, connection to services, S94 levies, rating structure, improve waste disposal. 
- 	single lot, communal ownership, principle philosophy. 
- 	to use community title would require relinquishing MO status. 
- 	ownership is a legal matter not the business of Council. 

0) 
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MIMMISE LOT/AREA SIZE 
- 	40ha LEP subdivision mm. should be used. 
- 	lOha current mm. area satisfactory. 
- 	rural residential - another form. 
- 	land capacity - constraints - slope, slip, vegetation. 
- 	low mm. area enables opportunity (cost). 
- 	too restrictive. 
- 	too small for good design. 
- 	merit assessment. 
- 	satisfactory, consistent with rural subdivision patterns. 

DENSITY OF DEVELOPMENT 
- 	SEPP #15 formula. 
- 	clustering 	- communal lifestyle/sharing 

- environmental impact - roads/service, visual fire. 
- 	assessment and capability of land - hazards and constraints (slope, mass movement, soil 

type, ground water, erosion). 
- 	settlement criteria for all rural development. 
- 	should be greater than 1 person/ha, min 30 sites/MO. 
- 	concept of overdevelopment should be linked to motion of social cohesion/constraints. 
- 	inaximising development, recent occurrence associated with "entrepreneurial" 

development. 

AGRICULTURE LAND 
- 	25 % prime crop and pasture land too generous, not generous enough. 
- 	dwelling location on prime land. 
- 	agricultural survey. 
- 	buffers 	- distance - on who's land. 

- merit - topography, type of land use (quarry/daiiy etc). 
- 	adjoining uses - conflicts - various. 
- 	noxious weeds control - cost/benefit - legal obligation support and supplement other 

authorities. 
- 	share farming of agric. land. 
- 	productivity - concept of it is narrowly focused. 
- 	mm. area no agricultural land. 
- 	use agricultural land - must demonstrate viability. 
- 	soil type - productive "red" country, should be excluded. 
- 	"right to farm" - lifestyle conifict. 
- 	research, case studies, evidence - more needed. 
- 	bushland "regeneration", or noxious weed harbour. 
- 	management plans if greater 25 % prime, eg ag. land. 
- 	recognise the existence of rural activities to minimise conflict. 
- 	significance of agricultural industries on Nth Coast, dairying $190m employed 55 dairies, 

350 employed by Norco in Lismore City. 
two kilometre buffer between existing agric. uses and MO. 

- 	agricultural assessment by qualified persons to ensure objective of sustainable development. 
- 	relevance of land classes - overly rigid. 
- 	permit development on land which comprises prime agric. land - control dwelling location. 
- 	conflict a civic not Council matter. 
- 	effective users of land via range of skills of occupants. 
- 	concept of land sharing will encourage better land management - reforestation, 

permaculture etc. 
- 	conflict with adjoining agric. development assessed following "advertised development" 

procedures. 
- 	many areas used for agricultural uses have been degraded as consequence of use. 
- 	potential MO's should have right to be producers if they wish, not be constrained by 25% 

requirement. 
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ROADS/ACCESS 

- 	own legal access necessary. 
- 	impact of existing "terminal" public road system. 
- 	flood free access - Lismore does not have. 
- 	minimum standard public road access to what standard. 
- 	mm. standard internal access systems. 
- 	S94 - money, "in-kind", contract work. 
- 	internal - location/design (mm/flu, drainage, trafficability - geotechnical advise). 
- 	emergency access. 
- 	S94 contributions plan should set levy on basis of 6.7 veh/day/dwelling site - rural roads 

require upgrading shortly after increased traffic volume. 
- 	standard access within should be set by MO with regard to traffic. 
- 	right of way no concern - reduces use and requires shared maintenance, satisfactory form 

of access (Court). 
- 	public road maintenance (500 AADT). 

WATER 
- 	source 	- river 

- ground water - not to be sourced in "basalt" country. 
- dams - location, care - mm. 3 megalitre/ha. 
- roof. 
- off-river. 

- 	quantity - reliability - 46,000 ltr storage - adequacy. 
- 	quality - buffer and setback distances from waterways and ground water. 
- 	licence creeklriver pumping. 
- 	THE major issue. 
- 	protect potable supply. 
- 	quantity sufficient for domestic, fire, agric. without impacting on down stream users. 
- 	15,400 litre/month garden demand. 
- 	63,000 litre mm. four person/3 months. 

LOCATION OF DWELLINGS 
- 	cluster/dispersed - reflect land capability and visual impact. 
- 	cluster only - min environ, impact - roads, waste. 
- 	other forms of settlement. 
- 	needs flexibility to cater for land size, land capability and MO requirements (noise, 

privacy). 
- 	permit both forms of settlement. 
- 	merit situation dependent on size and nature of property. 
- 	SEPP only "prefers" this form of settlement. 
- 	out of flood merit consideration. 
- 	not allow access to waterway supply, permit only stored supply. 
- MO should be bound to same water course management and riparian ownership laws as 

others. 
- 	supply fire resources in central areas as alternative to each house. 
- 	separate supply source and infrastructure for water quality demands. 
- 	50m miii. setback from watercourses. 
- 	cost substantial to provide storage - consider allow staging development. 

WASTE DISPOSAL 
- 	effectiveness of SOin from waterways. 
- 	nature of soils/geology. 
- 	means - septic, aerated, composting etc identified in DA to assess impact (legality). 
- 	each site must be able to effectively dispose/reuse waste, if not find alternative. 
- 	septic disposal major concern. 
- 	pollution control. 
- 	merit assessment - development stage, long term effects and capabilities of disposal. 
- 	public health and total catchment analysis. 
- 	no permanent or temporary occupation until adequate system supplied. 
- 	non provision of adequate systems in existing MO's. 
- 	merit, comnposting toilets should remain an option. 
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- 	composting toilets - water free - reuse of resource. 

	

- 	problems with septics - size of tank and land capability - overflow, eutrophication, risk. 

	

- 	proposed systems should be identified at BA stage. 

	

- 	discourage flush systems - use water, pathogens entering ground and surface water. 

	

- 	grey water direct to garden areas via separation process. 

	

- 	time of supply of information dependent on scale of MO. 

	

- 	climate factors reduce effectiveness of septics and pit toilets. 

MASS MOVEMENT/SLIP/EROSION 

	

- 	areas of low agric. potential. 

	

- 	extent of lands subject to mass movement in Council area - full assessed by qualified 
person in DA. 

	

- 	sediment control and management plan. 

	

- 	encourage greater tree planting to reduce incidence. 

	

- 	geotechnical engineering reports only if land subject to risk. 

	

- 	cost of assessment may be prohibitive. 

TOTAL CATCHMENT CONSIDERATION 

	

- 	population. 

	

- 	water supply. 

	

- 	effect of sewerage systems and on-site disposal. 

	

- 	MO no different from rural residential as a form of residential land use. 

FIRE PROTECTION 	 / 

	

- 	conditions of consent, unreasonable and unrealistic. 

	

- 	Protected Lands, slopes grater than 180 - consent to clear. -. 	

, - ongoing maintenance of protection zones. 	 J 	- t IV  tw 

	

- 	provision of adequate bushfire protection water storage.  

	

- 	merits of proposal, not blanket requirements. 

	

- 	water tanks with suitable outlet. 

	

- 	working portable pump fire hose etc on-site at all times. 

	

- 	sufficient area and access should be left for fire fighting vehicles. 
- MO communities often belong to Volunteer Brigade and are aware of the hazard. 

	

- 	current standards a burden. 

	

- 	merit assessment should be utilised, each property unique. 

	

- 	preparation of fire management plans. 

	

- 	adequate turn around areas for fire vehicles. 

VISUAL IMPACT/LANDSCAPING 

	

- 	public areas, roads, lookouts, etc. 

	

- 	siting of dwelling. 

	

- 	landscape plans with DA, around dwelling areas. 

	

- 	why, legislation of taste. 

	

- 	information in application - full description and analysis of land. 

	

- 	requirement for other forms of development. 

	

- 	prepare DCP for rural development. 

	

- 	landscaping occurs over time. 

	

- 	MO's are low impact developments. 

SECTION 94 

	

- 	up-grade facilities. 

	

- 	social and economic impact assessment. 

	

- 	same rate as rural subdivisions. 

	

- 	should also include contributions to establish local waste transfer and recycling facilities. 

	

- 	payment of levies prior to release of permanent or temporary approvals. 

	

- 	no exemptions from monetary contributions. 

	

- 	lower S94 levies would encourage legality, permit time-to-pay. 

	

- 	accept "in-kind" contributions such as halls, day centres, fire-sheds, preschools. 

	

- 	should reflect MO's have greater incidence of vehicle sharing and pooling - low vehicle 
users. 

	

- 	court determination of levies - proper nexus. 

	

- 	paid at time of Building Application. 

	

- 	greater use of "in-kind" contribution for minor road works where expertise exists. 

	

- 	new S94 contribution plans may contradict "low income" emphasis of SEPP. 
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15. SPECULATION 
- 	development of one or more MO's simultaneous or sequentially. 
- 	provide development budget with DA. 
- 	ownership. 
- 	principle place of residence - onus of proof legal and equitable ownership (collective). 
- 	subdivision 	- legal agreement 

- defacto, rural residential development. 
- 	no role for Council. 

	

O - 	spirit and objectives of SEPP - adequate to stop it. 
- 	bonding agreements to ensure infrastructure properly in place. 
- 	niax. density developments need close examination to ensure compliance with philosophy, 

aims and spirit of SEPP. 
- 	roll for Council - speculation creates defacto niral residential estates. 
- 	part of life and unavoidable, accept - self regulation best means of reducing incidence 

(internal conflicts with MO). 
- 	unreasonable and unworkable to require that two-thirds of adult owners reside on the land. 
- 	best controlled by internal management agreements. 
- 	permit a process of facilitation to enable people to do administrative work to establish an 

MO. 
- 	control through Advisory Committee. 
- 	Council obligation to consider ownership, decision making structures, process for new 

members, share transfer arrangements should be community based. 
- new members in MO be determined entirely by the MO members. 

1c 16. RATING/ECONOMICS 
- 	same as rural residential. 
- 	land use economics - alienation of other land uses. 

- survey agricultural resources - rural planning and resource 
management. 

0 	' - 	zoning - fixed rate. 
- 	minimum individual rate and a shared rate. 
- 	differential rating - urban, rural residential, hobby farm, commercial farm. 
- 	sustainable commercial/industrial development should be permissible with annual 

contributions. 
- 	economic sustainability. 
- 	1.7 cents/$1 plus fee/site relative to size of MO. 
- 	individual dweffing assessment. 
- 	many MO's are not provided with services provided by Councils. 
- 	MO shares $12,000. 
- 	rates should reflect level of service received and relate to minimum area. 
- 	separate rate for any ancillary development (commercial/indusrial,ourist etc). 

41 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
- 	roads 	- impact 

- consultation RTA - Main Roads. 
- 	service - garbage collection, public transport. 
- 	assess limitations of environment and infrastructure. 

WILDLIFE/FAUNA 
- 	domestic dogs and cats. 
- 	consultation NPWS. 
- 	fauna impact assessment necessary, fauna impact statement only when impacts are 

significant. 

ERA/TIME 
- 	1960/70's Nth Coast decline - changed. 
- 	1990's population growth - desirable rate or areas of growth. 
- 	changing focus high land costs. 
- 	contribution to local area - positive economic, environmental, cultural, artist, education 

social effects. 
- 	philosophy - quality relationship between occupants, land care, low cost and owner 

building, self-sufficiency (energy, housing, flood) land sharing. 
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COMPLL&NC
7i 4em DEVELOPMEN'f

ept Planning 	 "must ensure that certain conditions are met". 
logic of change 	 exists now. 
legal requirement of Council's to enforce. 
health and safety within MO and community generally. 
impact on community and environ, non compliance (total catch. management). 
temporary dwelling - tent, tepee - condition - building within a period. 
act only when complaints received - "legalise" rather than "punish" - dialogue assist people 
to comply. 
why are there illegal developments - standards, process, cost. 
rules and practice. 
society order - voluntary compliance. 
random inspection - public announced. 
Council business to resolve. 
annual inspection with fee pan

'mged

e until compliance is achieved. 
avoid internal MO disputes. (
all developments should be th 	to comply. 
Council should be evenhanded, ensure mm. environmental health and development 
standards. 
declare amnesty to provide new "level playing field". 
high cost of S94 impedes legality and impact on low income nature of MO. 
unfriendly bureaucracy (past) impedes legality. 
permit mutual amendment of conditions of consent. 
MO's should not be "singled out" if illegal. 
survey of existing MO to determine extent of non-compliance/illegality. 
need for greater education and flexibility in time to comply - staging of facilities. 
do not discriminate. 
statutory policy and discretionary obligation of Council to enforce requirements. 
avoid over-rating. 

SOCIAL ELFECTS 

- 	community support services 	- current and future demand for youth education, aged 
care, employment services - liaison with levels of 
Government. 

- 	positive contribution to area - character, concept or sharing and well being. 
- 	aboriginal site impact assessment, survey. 
- 	needs of community within MO's and impact on neighbours. 
- 	community support, adjoining owners. 
- 	population growth and health services. 
- 	large MO's difficult to achieve equitable harmonious management. 
- 	innovative lifestyle - energy, landuse, building form. 
- 	encourage small business development. 
- 	Council has obligation to support low income housing. 
- 	members of MO often involve community and volunteer organisations. 

provides alternative to public housing. 
- 	culture/philosophy - "share all and live together", narrow interpretation of ethic. 

shared vision, value and interests should determine maximum capacity. 
7--.. social environment should be given as much "weight" as physical environment - social 

V 	impact assessment. 

ASSESSMENT AND APPUCATEONS 
- 	information required/necessary relative to scale/size of proposal. 
- 	bureaucratic over-kill - too many "heads" of consideration and consultation. 
- 	locate and peg roads and sites. 
- 	require supply of all information. 
- 	environmental health assessment. 
- 	encourage applicants to liaise with Council, State Govt referral if proposal outside 

established guidelines. 
- 	soil, water and management plan - land information management techniques - between ___.I 	_. ---------. - 	.. 	- 

uvtopIi1!IL iiu waterways, erosion anci sewment control, drainage. 
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-' 	should provide all necessary infonation to properly statutory assess. 
- 	process should include monitoring of consents from establishment to construction of all 

building (flow charts). 
- 	Council survey of approved DA to monitor appropriateness of conditions. 
- 	"basic information" booklet. 
- 	provide to Council information which address social needs of future MO to reflect 

objectives of SEPP. 
- 	provide own community facilities. 
- 	fire management plans and negotiated consents. 

23. RECOMMENDA11ONS WITHIN SOME SUBMISSIONS 
- 	review of MO's. 
- 	no more, until legal compliance-is established. 
- 	no planning change until fund of Resource Assessment Commission and Public Health 

Report on contamination are released. 
- 	rural land study. 
- 	survey of land owners adjoining MO's 
- 	survey of existing MO's/compliance SEPP and development approvals. 
- 	S149 notification. 
- 	constraints map of unsuitable areas. 
- 	seek amendment of SEPP #15 - min. area, impact adjoining land, fauna impact, 

application. 
- 	prepare DCP - access, water, waste, risklhazard, visual impact. 
- 	toughen up Council. 
- 	new rating structure. 
- 	change existing planning structure. 
- 	form MO Advisory Committee to aid assessment process. 
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PROPOSED WORKSHOP GROUPS 

GROUP 1: 	ISSUES NO. 1, 2, 3, 4 AND 8 (SEPP, lot size, density, subdivision, location 
of dwelling). 

GROUP 2: 	ISSUE NO. 5 (Agriculture). 

GROUP 3: 	ISSUES NO. 6 AND 17 (Infra-structure, services, roads). 

GROUP 4: 	ISSUES NO. 7 AND 9 (Water, waste disposal). 

GROUP 5: 	ISSUES NO. 10, 11, 12, 13 AND 18 (Flooding, slip erosion, habitat, TCM, 
environmental impacts). 

GROUP 6: 	ISSUES NO. 14, 15,16, 20 AND 22 (Developer involvement, rating, S94 
charges, enforcement; processing DA' s). 

GROUP 7: 	ISSUES NO. 19 AND 21 (Social effects, MO goals and principles). 

/A 
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DHARMANANDA 
Ross Road 
The Channon 2480 
28th June 1993 

City Manacer 
Lismore City Council 

Dear Mr Muidoon. 

RE: DISCUSSION DOCUMENT ON MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY 

Our community has read and discussed Council's document. The 
docunent clearly and obiectivelv set; out the issues. 

In ceneral our community is satisfied with the current 
situation and we see no need for chance. 

We have had the opportunity to read the submission reared. 
by Pan-Community Council. Our community is in full acreement 
with the Pan-Community Council submission. 

This communitv has oioneered the use of ccrftpostinc toilets 
and we have inciudeó. an  article on this sub lect. for your 
information. 

Yours sincerely. 

for the community.  - 
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MULTIPLE OCCUPANCY WORKSHOP 

JULY 22, 1993 
/ 

7.30pm - Welcome. 

7. 3Opm-8. l5pm - Bri ef presentations from several "key" 
State Governgient agencies, community organisations and 
MO bodies ('J14  hr) 

8. l5pm-9. 15pm - Small workshop group discussion on key 
issues. (1 hr) 

Break (15 minutes) 

9. 3Opin-1 0. 3Opm - Report back. (1 hr) 
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